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ABSTRACT15

The hydrological cycle is expected to intensify in a warming climate. However, observational evidence of such changes in the Southern Ocean

is difficult to obtain due to sparse measurements and a complex superposition of changes in precipitation, sea ice, and glacial meltwater. We

here disentangle these signals using a unique dataset of salinity and seawater oxygen isotope observations collected in the Indian sector of

the Southern Ocean. Our results show that the atmospheric water cycle has intensified in this region between 1993 and 2021, increasing the

salinity in subtropical surface waters by 0.07 g kg−1 per decade, and decreasing it in subpolar surface waters by -0.028 g kg−1 per decade.

In the subpolar region, this salinity decrease is countered by a salinity increase of 0.008 g kg−1 per decade from reduced sea ice melt, and

enhanced by a salinity decrease of -0.005 g kg−1 per decade from increased glacial melt. These changes extend the growing evidence for an

acceleration of the atmospheric water cycle and a melting cryosphere that can be expected from global warming.

16

Introduction17

Over the past several decades, the Southern Ocean has experienced a complex array of hydrographic changes. These include18

large areas of the subpolar sector, south of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), that have slightly cooled at the ocean19

surface1–5, contrasting with a marked warming north of the ACC extending from the surface to at least 1000 m4,6, 7. The20

temperature changes are accompanied with a near-surface freshening in the subpolar Southern Ocean and extending at depth21

into the Antarctic intermediate waters5,8. These patterns of changes have important consequences for regional and global22

climate. The large warming north of the ACC indicates the capacity of the Southern Ocean to take up large amounts of excess23
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heat associated with climate change and to store it in intermediate layers, thereby buffering global atmospheric warming2,6, 9.24

Changes in salinity mirror shifts in the water cycle that strengthen the static stability of the subpolar upper ocean, with25

consequences for the large-scale circulation10–12, sea ice regime13, and surface subpolar ocean cooling5,14, 15. However, despite26

their widespread importance, the processes that cause changes in Southern Ocean temperature and salinity remain not fully27

understood. A number of studies have suggested that the widespread subpolar Southern Ocean surface freshening is consistent28

with an amplification of the global hydrological cycle associated with an increase in net precipitation at high latitudes6,16–18.29

Other studies have proposed different mechanisms including intensified freshwater flux from increased ice shelf and iceberg30

melting17,19, 20, or from intensification of sea ice freshwater transport21. While climate models suggest that changes in Southern31

Ocean salinity over the past decades can be attributed in part to human-induced forcing6,22, these simulations are known32

to not include a realistic representation of changes in meltwater from Antarctic ice shelves, as well as having questionable33

representation of Antarctic sea ice cover and trends2,23–27.34

In this paper, we explore long-term observations of seawater oxygen isotope and salinity in surface waters of the Indian35

sector (between 40◦E and 90◦E) of the Southern Ocean to document regional ocean changes, and explore potential causes of36

surface freshening. The observational data span over 28 years, from 1993 to 2021, leveraging both the Océan Indien Service37

d’Observation (OISO) French program that started in 199828 and which provides a regional sampling of surface salinity and38

δ 18O measurements (relative proportion of 18O to 16O referenced to Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water); and additional39

hydrographic sections in the same sector of the Southern Ocean that span over the period 1993 to 1998. This dataset gives40

access to concurrent δ 18O observations, allowing for the investigation of long-term changes in the freshwater sources that have41

distinct δ 18O signatures. In the open ocean, away from the poles, the δ 18O of surface waters is predominantly controlled by42

atmospheric processes (similar to surface salinity)—increasing from evaporation and decreasing from precipitation. At the43

poles, however, δ 18O is also impacted by continental ice melt, which is very depleted in δ 18O29, while salinity is impacted by44

both continental ice melt and sea ice formation and melt. As a result, δ 18O is a useful tracer to differentiate freshwater signals45

coming from meteoric (precipitation, continental ice) or oceanic (sea ice) sources30–32.46

Results47

Regional surface trends48

We compute the surface salinity-δ 18O relationship (Fig. 1d), and meridional sections of zonally averaged values from a set of49

observations sampled from 1993 to 2021, in the region corresponding to 40–90◦E and 30–60◦S. Since the mean circulation50

structure of the region is not zonal, we work in a streamwise coordinate system, calculating all means, anomalies, and associated51

trends in bins of constant mean dynamic topography, which we translate back to geographical space (pseudo-latitude, l̃at) for52

readability purposes (see Methods). The zonally averaged meridional profiles of salinity and δ 18O have similar shapesȷ higher53

salinity and δ 18O north of l̃at 46◦S, and lower south of l̃at 46◦S (Fig. 1d; Fig. 2a,b). Within and northward the ACC (north of54

l̃at 46◦S), the two properties actually follow a clear linear slope depending on the evaporation and precipitation characteristics55

of the region33 (Fig. 1d). The salinity-δ 18O slope in this region is 0.5 ± 0.01 ‰ g kg−1, typical of slopes found in mid-latitude56

oceans33. In contrast, south of l̃at 46◦S, the relationship between salinity and δ 18O is much less clear (Fig. 1d) with small57

variations in salinity and comparatively much larger variability in δ 18O (Fig. 1d). The large-scale meridional gradient of the58

isotopic composition of seawater is related to the gradual depletion in the δ 18O of precipitation from the tropics toward higher59
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latitude that influence surface ocean δ 18O (Supplementary Fig. 1).60

Based on the zonally averaged meridional profiles, we define the local anomaly for each individual observation. Then, we61

investigate whether salinity and δ 18O anomalies tend to co-vary. The two distinct regimes in the subtropical and in the subpolar62

sectors—also referred as the northern and the southern regions in the study—stand out clearly when computing correlation63

between salinity and δ 18O anomalies. In the region north of l̃at 46◦S, salinity and δ 18O anomalies are strongly correlated64

(correlation coefficient mostly above 0.8; Fig. 2d). This high correlation is consistent with the observation of co-varying65

mean field (Fig. 1d), as a result of the two fields being controlled by the same processes, evaporation and precipitation,66

along a fixed mixing line i.e. the amount of salinity change for a given amount of δ 18O change, set by local evaporation and67

precipitation characteristics34. Conversely, and still consistent with the mean fields, both parameters exhibit a substantially68

weaker relationship, inferred from low linear correlation coefficients, in the region south of l̃at 46◦S (Fig. 2d). This poor69

correlation between anomalies of salinity and δ 18O indicates that, in the southern region, the processes controlling salinity70

and δ 18O are different. For example, while evaporation and precipitation have an impact on both parameters, δ 18O is only71

marginally affected by sea ice formation and melt with a negligible fractionation factor on the order of 2‰
35,36. However,72

changes in sea ice formation and melt mostly impact the surface salinity.73

We now investigate long-term changes in salinity and δ 18O. For this purpose, we first construct time series of annual74

medians of salinity and δ 18O anomalies in the northern and southern regions (respectively north and south of l̃at 46◦S; Fig. 3).75

Robust long-term trends are found in both sectors. By fitting a weighed linear regression model (see Methods), we find that the76

northern region experienced an increase of both surface salinity (Fig. 3a) and δ 18O (Fig. 3b) from 1993 to 2021. In contrast, in77

the southern region both surface salinity (Fig. 3c) and δ 18O (Fig. 3d) decreased over the same period of time. In order to78

gain further insight in the meridional variability of the trend, we also compute long-term trends in the same l̃at bins as Fig. 2.79

While we observe substantial variability along the meridional profile which is likely, at least partly, associated with observation80

limitations and uncertainties, the meridional profile of the trend clearly display two contrasting sectors on the northern and81

southern side of l̃at 46◦S (Fig. 4). The magnitude is consistent with the trend computed in Fig. 3 (as represented by the grey82

shading in Fig. 4) with an increase of salinity and δ 18O north of l̃at 46◦S at rates of 0.07 ± 0.04 g kg−1 per decade (Fig. 4a)83

and 0.03 ± 0.02‰ per decade (Fig. 4b), respectively, and a decrease south of l̃at 46◦S at rates of -0.02 ± 0.01 g kg−1 per84

decade (Fig. 4c) and -0.01 ± 0.01‰ per decade (Fig. 4d), respectively. While long-term trends of surface ocean δ 18O in85

the Southern Ocean are limited to a small number of observations, trends in salinity can be investigated from a much larger86

dataset6,16, 17, 17–22. This offers the opportunity to test the robustness of the estimated salinity trends from our dataset, which is87

more limited in terms of number of observations. Trends of mixed layer characteristics have recently been reported from a88

large combined database for the period 1970–201812. Their independent analysis reports similar upper ocean salinity changes89

compared with what we infer from our dataset, with a similar meridional pattern and consistent magnitude (Supplementary Note90

1). When looking at the spatial pattern from an independent analysis based on this much larger dataset, salinity changes are91

found to be mostly consistent along streamlines, which comfort our approach to investigate changes in streamwise coordinates92

(Supplementary Fig. 2).93
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Surface properties changes and associated forcing94

The Southern Ocean is a data-sparse area making atmospheric reanalysis products generally the main tool for analysing95

observed surface ocean changes. However, there are inconsistencies among those products with a wide spread in precipitation96

minus evaporation (P-E) trends over the Southern Ocean (Supplementary Note 2), which would introduce uncertainties when97

interpreting surface salinity changes observed in the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean. This caveat is a motivation to apply98

an independent approach by estimating the P-E changes from ocean properties and surface flux estimates of sea ice and glacial99

meltwater (see Methods).100

Qualitatively, long-term salinification in the subtropics can be explained by a decrease in P-E. In contrast, long-term101

freshening in the subpolar sector could be explained by an increasing P-E, a shift in sea ice regime, an increasing rate of ice102

sheet mass loss, or any combination of these. A strong correlation between salinity and δ 18O in the subtropics (Fig. 2d) shows103

that the influence of sea ice on the salinity is limited to the southern region and does not considerably influence the northern104

region. In the subtropical sector, where all sea ice and glacial melt terms are set to 0, Eqs. 4 and 5 (see Methods) are used to105

quantify the plausible changes in P-E that could explain both the changes observed in salinity and δ 18O. We compute the two106

equations by varying calculated trends and parameters within their estimated ranges, and select all consistent solutions across107

Eqs. 4 and 5. Our best estimate of changes in P-E resulting from this bootstrap exercise is a reduction of -75 ± 23 mm yr−1 per108

decade for precipitation with an isotopic composition of -7 ± 2 ‰. In the subpolar sector, we have more unknowns but we109

consider that long-term change in P-E is the most uncertain (Supplementary Note 2). So we attempt to estimate its contribution110

from surface ocean properties, sea ice and glacial melt flux changes over the last decades, based on a bootstrap exercise of Eqs.111

4 and 5. The isotopic signature of the Antarctic glacial meltwater is regionally variable ranging from ∼-20 to ∼-40‰
29,37. The112

isotopic signature of precipitation is difficult to constrain but ranges from ∼-5 to ∼-15‰ depending on latitude33,38. The113

isotopic signature of sea ice is much higher and has been better documented, ranging from ∼0 to ∼2‰
39. We start by searching114

for solutions of Eqs. 4 and 5 assuming no changes have occurred in P-E, to test the hypothesis that observed changes could115

be solely driven by sea ice regime and glacial meltwater. No consistent solutions are found across Eqs. 4 and 5 under this116

assumption; so we conclude that changes in P-E must be involved in the observed surface ocean trends. Now, allowing for117

changes in P-E, and selecting all consistent solutions across Eqs. 4 and 5, we find that our best estimates of changes correspond118

to an increase of 37 ± 5 mm yr−1 per decade for P-E, with δ 18O of precipitation corresponding to -13 ± 2‰. In this solution119

we find an increase of 6.5 ± 3.5 mm yr−1 per decade coming from glacial melt with a δ 18O of -24 ± 3‰, and a decrease of sea120

ice melt of -12 ± 4 mm yr−1 per decade. An important result here is that ice sheet mass loss has a limited effect on salinity and121

δ 18O trends compared to P-E freshwater flux. Our computed equivalent salinity trend induced by P-E amounts to -0.028 ±122

0.004 g kg−1 per decade compensated by 0.008 ± 0.002 g kg−1 per decade induced by sea ice and enhanced by -0.005 ± 0.002123

g kg−1 per decade induced by glacial melt to sum up the total salinity trend observed in the subpolar sector. We note that we124

tested the extreme case where we assume that ice sheet mass loss had no impact on observed changes, and we are still able to125

find a plausible solution with a change in P-E freshwater flux slightly higher, corresponding to 42 ± 5 mm yr−1 per decade.126

The region south of l̃at 52◦S covers much smaller amounts of data than further north (Fig. 2c) and is associated with a127

different magnitude of salinity and δ 18O trends; -0.01 ± 0.02 g kg−1 per decade (Fig. 4a) and -0.06 ± 0.04‰ per decade (Fig.128

4b), respectively. Even if these changes are computed in a shorter period of time, between 2001 and 2021 (Supplementary129

Fig. 7), the δ 18O signal is considerably stronger. A significant decrease in δ 18O coupled with a slight decrease in salinity is130
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consistent with a decline in sea ice melt (Supplementary Note 2) that is somewhat counteracting a higher decrease in salinity131

due to glacial meltwater and P-E increase.132

Discussion133

Long-term salinity observations in the Southern Ocean have revealed changes over the past decades, which are among the most134

pronounced in the global ocean6,8, 16, 18. However, the source of these changes has remained a conundrum. Salinity observations135

alone are not able to delineate the different elements involved in the freshwater cycle in the Southern Ocean. Here, in addition136

to salinity, we use δ 18O observations and focus on surface water properties in the region of the Indian sector of the Southern137

Ocean between 1993 and 2021. We investigate the changes in two sectors, south and north of l̃at 46◦S, which correspond138

approximately to the subantarctic front of the ACC, separating Antarctic Surface Waters in the south from Subtropical Surface139

Waters in the north. We attempt to minimize the aliasing of spatial variability by splitting measurements based on their respective140

dynamical region, as estimated by the climatological mean dynamic topography. We report a multidecadal salinification in141

the northern region of 0.07 ± 0.04 g kg−1 per decade, associated with an increasing δ 18O of 0.03 ± 0.02‰ per decade from142

1993 to 2021. In contrast, the southern sector is freshened by -0.02 ± 0.01 g kg−1 per decade, and δ 18O decreased at a rate143

of -0.01 ± 0.01‰ per decade from 1993 to 2021. These results are consistent with the latest IPCC report that assessed with144

high confidence that human-induced climate change has driven detectable changes in the global water cycle since the mid-20th145

century, with enhanced contrasts in P-E patterns over the oceans, which are projected to continue in a warmer world40. We146

demonstrate that the observed surface ocean changes result from an acceleration of the hydrological cycle between 1993 and147

2021, with a decrease in P-E of -75 ± 23 mm yr−1 per decade in the subtropical sector, contrasted by an increase in P-E of 37 ±148

5 mm yr−1 per decade in the subpolar sector. Our multidecadal trend estimates are based on a mean isotopic composition149

of precipitation of -7 ± 2‰ in the northern sector and -13 ± 2‰ in the southern sector, consistent with previously reported150

estimates and their associated errors38.151

It has been reported that the increased glacial meltwater input due to ice shelf thinning41,42 and enhanced flux at the152

grounding line43 mostly drive changes on the continental shelf5. We find that the enhanced glacial meltwater discharge from the153

Antarctic ice shelves only has a very limited influence (inducing a salinity trend of -0.005 ± 0.002 g kg−1 per decade of the total154

observed salinity change) on the open ocean salinity changes in the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean between 1993 and 2021.155

This result is consistent with Refs.5,17, stating that glacial freshwater flux increase is insufficient to explain the historical changes156

observed in the open ocean, away from the continental shelf. We note that as ice sheet mass loss is projected to continue in the157

future44, the signature on surface ocean salinity and δ 18O might become more pronounced. In contrast, sea ice decline induces158

a positive salinity trend (0.008 ± 0.002 g kg−1 per decade) in the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean that is reduced by the159

negative trend induced by P-E (-0.028 ± 0.004 g kg−1 per decade), leading to a net surface ocean freshening. This feature is160

consistent with estimates from Ref21 for this region, showing a decline in the northward sea ice transport in the Indian sector of161

the Southern Ocean and upstream of this region. The ocean’s salinity response to this signal in a model5 is a clear salinification,162

consistent with the slight negative salinity trend accompanied by the strong negative δ 18O trend south of l̃at 52◦S.163

Our study quantifies the contribution of changes in freshwater forcing that influence surface water properties in the Southern164

Ocean directly from observations. The results have important implications. First, we demonstrate the strength of the OISO165

long-term monitoring program recording concomitantly δ 18O and hydrographic properties to disentangle complex processes166
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currently at play in polar oceans. Second, our findings suggest only a limited influence of Antarctic ice discharge increases on167

the surface water properties in the subpolar ocean, away from the continent. However, this signal may become more prominent23
168

in future, as the ice discharge is projected to accelerate45. Our approach and continued monitoring of these surface ocean169

processes can be used as an early warning system to detect when and how ongoing ice sheet mass loss will start impacting170

ocean characteristics and the associated circulation, with important consequences and feedback for the global climate, and the171

ice sheet mass loss itself23,46, 47. Third, providing a quantification of the role of forcings onto observed subpolar freshening172

and subtropical salinification opens the door to better gauge the role of human activities on ocean characteristics, and offers a173

framework and target for future climate model development to ensure that the critical processes in the polar regions are correctly174

represented. We note that our results are only applicable to the investigated Indian sector of the Southern Ocean (40–90◦E and175

30–60◦S). They should not be extrapolated to the wider Southern Ocean, since changes in surface freshwater fluxes and their176

imprint on the ocean can have a spatially complex pattern, such as e.g. identified for sea ice changes5.177

Methods178

Linking changes of freshwater forcing to changes of surface ocean properties179

To assess how the changing atmospheric freshwater flux affected the surface ocean properties in the Indian sector of the

Southern Ocean, we compute a possible range of P-E changes from salinity, δ 18O observed trends and the best estimate of

glacial meltwater and sea ice changes. This approach enables us to overcome the inhomogeneities among reanalysis products

(Supplementary Note 2). The salinity budget of the mixed layer48 can be written asȷ

h
dS

dt
= FWF(SFWF −S0)+Entr+Di f f , (1)

where h is the depth of the mixed layer; S0 the mean mixed layer salinity; FWF is a water flux at the ocean surface with a

salinity SFWF in unit m s−1 (we will hereafter refer to freshwater fluxes as FWF , although we note that these fluxes can have a

positive salinity SFWF ); Entr corresponds to the entrained salinity flux at the base of the mixed layer; and Di f f is the diffusive

salinity flux across the mixed layer boundary, which can involved either vertical or horizontal mixing. Integrating the salinity

budget over an entire seasonal cycle, and assuming that entrainment and diffusion have not changed, the long-term salinity

change ∆S can be written asȷ

h∆S = (SFWF −S0)∆
∫

FWF, (2)

where
∫

FWF is the integrated freshwater flux over one year, and ∆
∫

FWF is its long-term change. Decomposing the freshwater

component in P-E flux (
∫

FWF = FP−E ), sea ice induced flux (
∫

FWF = FSI), and glacial meltwater flux (
∫

FWF = FIS) givesȷ

h∆S = (SP−E −S0)∆FP−E +(SSI −S0)∆FSI +(SIS −S0)∆FIS, (3)

which we can rewrite asȷ

∆FP−E =
h∆S− (SSI −S0)∆FSI − (SIS −S0)∆FIS

(SP−E −S0)
(4)

Repeating the same exercise but for a δ 18O budget integrated over the mixed layer leads us similarly toȷ

∆FP−E =
h∆δ 18O− (δ 18OSI −δ 18O0)∆FSI − (δ 18OIS −δ 18O0)∆FIS

(δ 18OP−E −δ 18O0)
(5)
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In this paper, we use Eqs. 4 and 5 to determine long-term changes in P-E consistent with our best estimates of the other180

terms of the equations. We repeat the computation of Eqs. 4 and 5 50 000 times but varying all terms within their uncertainties,181

and we then select all solutions that provide consistent estimates of FP−E when computed by Eq. 4 compared to when computed182

by Eq. 5 (within 5 mm yr−1 per decade of each other). The uncertainties in ∆δ 18O and ∆S are inferred from the standard errors183

of the computed trends, and all other terms and associated uncertainties are summarized in Table 1.184

Long-term δ 18O and salinity observations185

In this study, we use surface observations of oxygen-18 isotopic composition (δ 18O) and salinity (expressed as absolute salinity186

following TEOS-10), from underway sampling at about 5–7 meters depth from sea surface and from stations sampling between187

0 and 50 meters depth, in the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean (40◦E–90◦E and 30◦S–60◦S, Fig. 1a). These observations188

are from oceanographic research cruises undertaken during austral summer (December to February) from 1993 to 2021 (Fig.189

1b). Ship-based data used in this study are stored and distributed through the OISO database, for those sampled under the OISO190

program from 1998 to 202128, and through the GISS (Goddard Institute for Space Studies) database for those from 1993 to191

199833. All data flagged as "bad" or "probably bad" are discarded. Most of the observations were processed at the Laboratoire192

d’Océanographie et du Climat Expérimentations et Approches Numeriques (LOCEAN) in Paris, France. The seawater samples193

were analyzed using two different instrumental methods; (i) most data prior to 2010 were analyzed using isotope ratio mass194

spectrometry (Isoprime IRMS) coupled with a Multiprep system (dual inlet method), (ii) whereas most data since 2010 (and a195

few earlier data) were obtained by cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS) using a Picarro instrument (model L2130-i Isotopic196

H2O) to measure for δ 18O. Seawater samples were analyzed directly with the CRDS system using a stainless-steel liner from197

Picarro that is inserted in the injection port to avoid salt accumulation in the vaporizer. The use of a liner has the advantage of198

preserving the accuracy of the seawater isotope analyses as compared to direct injections into the vaporizer and the mesh traps199

about 80 % of the seawater salt49. Once the database was calibrated, it was then corrected for the analyzer-dependent "sea salt200

effect"49. The δ 18O database is corrected so that deep water properties, which should be stable over the time period considered201

in this study, are constant across the different datasets. Typically, we focused over a range of neutral densities spanning over202

28.15 and 28.3 kg m−3 γn which corresponds to the old and stable Circumpolar Deep Water and encompasses water masses203

with typical time-scales of ventilation of the order of hundred years. This approach allowed us to correct for nonphysical offsets204

coming from different analytical techniques, different instruments and changes in standards. δ 18O measurements uncertainty is205

on the order of 0.06‰ including instrumental and systematic errors associated with combining different datasets. In addition,206

we use concomitant salinity measurements from samples analyzed on a salinometer, calibrated CTD (Conductivity Temperature207

Depth) casts, and calibrated thermosalinograph data.208

Streamwise coordinate system209

In this study, all climatological means, associated anomalies, and trends are computed within dynamically consistent regions210

with regards to the mean position of fronts, in a streamwise coordinate system. Because the mean geostrophic circulation211

follows contours of constant mean dynamic topography, we chose to work in bins of constant mean dynamic topography50. In212

practice, all individual observations are ascribed a value of mean dynamic topography using the widely used product distributed213

by AVISO51. We then chose an irregular mean dynamic topography grid with bin size ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 m. Finer grids are214

used within the ACC since horizontal gradients of dynamic topography are larger there. Climatological means, anomalies, and215
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trends are all performed in this streamwise coordinate system. For readability purpose, the results are shown in latitude space,216

referred to pseudo latitude (l̃at), computed as the mean latitude in each mean dynamic topography bin (Fig. 1c).217

Trends and associated errors218

Trends are estimated by fitting linear regression models with their associated standard errors. The confidence level is established219

by computing the standard error of the regression. For trends performed in streamwise coordinate bins, we indicate trend values220

that are (i) less than half the computed standard errors, (ii) between half and one standard errors, (iii) between one and two221

standard errors, and (iv) more than two standard errors, to estimate the trend robustness with regards to the standard error.222

For trends produced in large sectors (north and south of l̃at 46◦S), (i) we first compute local anomalies from the zonal-mean223

meridional profile by removing the mean of all observations in the streamwise coordinate bins; (ii) we then compute the annual224

25, 50, 75 percentiles of anomalies in the large sector; (iii) finally, we fit a weighted linear regression model to the annual225

medians, weighted by w = 1/IQR2, where IQR is the interquartile range (percentile 75 minus percentile 25), which provides226

both an estimate of the long-term trend and its associated standard error.227

Changes in freshwater forcing in the Southern Ocean228

Sea ice229

The freshwater flux induced by the sea ice seasonal cycle and its interannual changes are obtained over the period 1993–2008230

from Ref.21, in which sea ice freshwater flux is obtained by combining sea ice concentration, drift and thickness, coupled with a231

mass balance approach to determine the volume divergence and local change in sea ice (see their methods section for further232

details). The sea ice freshwater flux trends inferred from these published estimates in our region of interest, between 40◦E and233

90◦E, is -31 ± 6 mm yr−1 per decade corresponding to the mean over the entire sector, i.e. it tends to increase surface ocean234

salinity. The mean sea ice freshwater flux trend over the latitude band we are considering as the subpolar sector in this study,235

between 60◦S and 46◦S, correspond to -12 ± 4 mm yr−1 per decade.236

Ice sheet237

Continental ice meltwater changes can come from either increased ice discharge at the Antarctic grounding lines, or from ice238

shelf thinning. Here, we use the assessment of the latest IPCC report to estimate these two components44. In accordance with239

this assessment, the change in ice discharge is approximately equivalent to the change in mass balance. The Antarctic Ice Sheet240

mass loss rate was 49 ± 51 Gt yr−1 from 1992 to 1999, 70 ± 59 Gt yr−1 from 2000 to 2009, and 148 ± 54 Gt yr−1 from 2010241

to 201644. In consequence, assuming no change from 1992 to 1993, and that the rate of change was the same from 2016 to 2021242

as from 2005 to 2013 (10 ± 14 Gt yr−2), we infer that the ice discharge increased by a total of 317 ± 118 Gt yr−1 from 1993 to243

2021, which translates into a mean acceleration of ice discharge corresponding to 113 ± 42 Gt yr−1 per decade during this244

period. The latest IPCC assessment also reports estimates of basal melt related to ice shelf thinning with, however, substantial245

spatio-temporal variability42,44. They estimated an increase from 1100 ± 150 Gt yr−1 to 1570 ± 140 Gt yr−1 from the early246

1990s to the late 2000s, but a decrease from 1570 ± 140 Gt yr−1 to 1160 ± 150 Gt yr−1 in the late 2010s. The reconstruction of247

time-varying total glacial freshwater fluxes from the Antarctic Ice Sheet is a challenge when considering changes between the248

early 1990s and the early 2020s only, with evidence for significant interannual variability52 and a reduction in melt rates in the249

last decade42. Based on these published results, we consider that the best estimates of plausible changes from 1993 to 2021 due250

to basal melt ranges between 20 and 200 Gt yr−1 per decade. Our best estimates of changes in total (grounding line plus basal251
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melt fluxes) Antarctic glacial meltwater input therefore range from about 100 to 350 Gt yr−1 per decade from 1993 to 2021.252

Assuming that this meltwater is evenly spread over the entire subpolar region (south of the mean dynamic topography contour253

of -0.2 m; corresponding to l̃at 46◦S; area of ∼3.5 107 km2), it converts into a freshwater flux trend ranging between 3 and 11254

mm yr−1 per decade from 1993 to 2021. We note however that those changes in meltwater flux are likely not evenly spread over255

the entire subpolar region, but most likely have an impact to a greater extent in the coastal west Antarctic region than in the256

northern edge of the subpolar region of the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean. We therefore consider this rate of changes as257

an upper range estimate for the region considered in the present study.258

Precipitation and Evaporation259

As a result of the sparseness of in situ observations, atmospheric reanalyses have been widely used as a tool to report P-E over the260

Southern Ocean—the sign convention used here is that positive values of P-E refer to precipitation dominating over evaporation.261

However, long-term trends in P-E are highly uncertain due to the lack of measurements both spatially and temporally in the262

Southern Ocean in order to validate satellite products and modeled precipitation. Cautious use of reanalyses for climate change263

evaluation is thus needed as inhomogeneities between different products have been shown53 and as we can observe between264

three different global atmospheric reanalysis products, ERA554, JRA5555 and GPCP coupled with OAFlux56,57, in our region265

of interest and at the circumpolar scale (Supplementary Note 2).266
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Table 1. Estimated values and their uncertainties of the endmembers used in the system of equations to compute P-E flux trends.

The mixed layer properties are estimated as the mean and standard deviation of the observations in the corresponding regions.

Ranges of plausible values of the properties for the freshwater flux-related sources are based on literature29,33, 37–39.

North of l̃at 46◦S (Subtropical) South of l̃at 46◦S (Subpolar)

Salinity (g kg−1) δ 18O (‰) Salinity (g kg−1) δ 18O (‰)

mixed layer 35.20 ± 0.65 0.45 ± 0.33 33.95 ± 0.09 -0.26 ± 0.08

sea ice – – 4 ± 4 1 ± 1

ice sheet – – 0 -30 ± 10

precipitation 0 -5 ± 5 0 -10 ± 5
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Figure 1. Mean dynamic topography51 in color over the Southern Ocean (a). The white box represents the location of the

ship-based observations obtained between 1993 and 2021 in color (b). Positions of the l̃at contours are plotted as black lines

and labelled in red on both maps. (c) Ensemble of the zonal-mean dynamic topography as a function of latitude in grey. The

best-fit for the distribution corresponds to a third-order polynomial curve as shown by the red line. (d) Salinity-δ 18O diagram of

surface observations with l̃at in color. The salinity-δ 18O linear regression north of l̃at 46◦S is shown as the red line (R-squared

= 0.9) with its corresponding labelled slope—0.5 ± 0.01 ‰ g kg−1. The black line shows the poor linear correlation

(R-squared = 0.2) between δ 18O and salinity variables.
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Figure 2. Meridional profiles of zonally averaged salinity (a) and δ 18O (b) and their standard errors in red dashed lines.

Number of surface salinity and δ 18O observations per bins of l̃at (c). Correlations between all salinity and δ 18O observations

in each bin of l̃at (d). Green dots correspond to significant correlation between the two variables with a p-value ≤ 0.05,

conversely, grey dots are insignificant (p-value ≥ 0.05). Calculations are computed using an irregular mean dynamic

topography grid with bin size ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 m.
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c d

subtropical sector

subpolar sector

Figure 3. Median salinity (a and c) and δ 18O (b and d) anomaly time series and associated trends for the subtropical (a and b)

and subpolar (c and d) sectors. Each time series panel showsȷ the annual median anomaly (purple square from the regional

salinity and δ 18O climatology), computed for each individual observation; error bars shown in black referring to the 25th–75th

percentile range; linear trends between 1993 and 2021 shown by the red dashed lines with their associated standard errors in red

shading.
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Figure 4. Meridional profiles of zonally averaged salinity (a) and δ 18O (b) trends (grey dashed line). The black dots represent

the trends larger than half their estimated standard errors, the red dots the trends larger than their estimated standard errors and

white dots the trends larger than double their estimated standard errors. Trends are computed using an irregular mean dynamic

topography grid with bin size ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 m. The grey line and shading show the mean and standard deviation of

salinity and δ 18O trends calculated from linear regression models in each region shown in Fig. 3.
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